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DISASTER ON THE

HIGH SEAS

CUCUMBER GOES
OVERBOARD
Araminta, Montmorency Mouse,
Fairy, with Mr Bear at the helm, kept
as cool as cucumbers as their treasure was swept overboard by a giant
wave. „The sea was really rough,‟
said Araminta, „Mr Bear did really
well to hold her steady.‟
„I didn‟t like it,‟ said a breathless
Fairy.
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“The Sea was very rough,”
exclaimed Araminta.
“Fairy is awesome,”
enthused Texcavy

THE HERO
Montmorency
Mouse poses
with the
rescued
Cucumber
„The Fairy Ferry‟, above, at the recent boat
naming ceremony and all round extravaganza.
Montmorency Mouse took the initiative as high
seas swept the snack overboard, and without
thought of personal safety - rescued it. Much
to Fairy‟s relief. „I‟d taken the cucumber along
so I could enjoy a little invigorating snack. I
have to think about my tummy.‟
„Mr. Bear was a stalwart captain and Montmorency saved the cucumber!‟ exclaimed Bookfan.
„I'm glad the gang made it home safely!‟
gushed a relieved friend, Vicky.
„Thanks Montmorency for saving the
cucumber! ‟ squeeed Fairy Follower Bytxlaura!
It is rumoured that
Mr Montmorency
Mouse is dating the
beautiful fashion
iconomouse,
Araminta.
A close friend said
„Araminta thinks
Montmorency is
simply the cats
whiskers and the
buzzy bees knees.‟
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Land Ahoy!

What a relief for Fairy and the crew

„Although I enjoyed our tempestuous adventure, it will be good to get my
paws back on dry land,‟ commented Fairy, as she hurriedly disembarked.
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DIARY DATES THIS WHEEK
VALENTINE’S
DAY SPECIAL
It appears Araminta
and Mr Mouse are getting along very well.
At their first dinner
date, the lights were
low and the music
was playing softly.
What could possibly
go wrong?
Errr . . . . Carry on you two. You
won‟t even know I‟m here.

If you don‟t want that, I‟ll have
it . . . Shame to let it go to
waste.

It‟s nice here, isn‟t it?
Nom, nom, nom, burp, pardon!

You don‟t get very much salad
for your money here, do you?
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Waiter! Can they have seconds
please?

Nom, nom, hic . . . Delicious! You
would have liked it.

Go on then
Mr Mouse. Give
her the chocs!

Oh thank you,
Montmorency. I have had such
an interesting evening!!!
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FAIRY - THE TRUE STORY
What THEY didn’t want
you to read.
The down-to-earth diva on fame, charitable
works and her battle with salad addiction.
Thanks for granting us an interview Fairy
- especially for HELLO! PIGGY readers.
The first thing that I know readers all round the world
will want to know is, how much do you think fame has
changed you?
Humm, I am famous then am I? I can‟t really see it myself. Can you speak up a bit too please?
It is well known that you support many Piggy Charities.
Your Pignics for those less fortunate are legendary.
I have huge piggy respect for all the good works Guinea
Pig Rescue Charities carry out. I hand over a share of
my pocket money every week and the profits from this
issue of HELLO! PIGGY will be donated to Thistle Cavies
Rescue - and other guinea pig charities round the world.
Fairy Fan, LynnK, said „Looks like Fairy is a good eater.‟
Do you enjoy your food?
Err . . . Nomm, nomm, nomm . . . Err . . .nomm, well I,
nomm, when I have finished, nom, nom, my lunch, nom,
nom . . . burp - pardon!
CavieCuddler wants to know if you have signed a merchandising deal with Disney yet?
I already have my own range of cards, books, badges
and personalised items, as well as a very active Fan
Club - I answer every letter personally from my own little Netbook. I have indeed been in talks with Disney but
I don‟t think they are quite big enough yet.
Do you have a name for Mr Bear‟s boat yet? You have
had several suggestions, including „The Fairy Ferry‟.
Yes, you can see a photo of me taken at the official boat
naming ceremony and knees-up, on Page 4.

Thank you, Fairy for being so candid and
revealing your quintessential Fairyness.
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FAIRY WINS THE
PIGGY OF THE
YEAR FINAL
A FAST clear round
in the jump off
clinches it for
Fairy
The highlights from last weeks glittering Piggy Of The Year Show
award ceremony.
Fairy's speedy final clear round did
it! She won the coveted silver salad
bowl and a liberal selection of extra
tasty green salad leaves to go with
it! The auditorium was packed to
overflowing with lots of celebrity
Fairy-Fans, all cheering for their
little super-hero. They shouted
themselves - piggy!
Watch Fairy‟s winning round on
YouTube: http://tiny.cc/FairyWins

Above, Fairy addresses her adoring fans. „Thank you so much for
your tremendous support. Knowing you were all behind me really
helped me to reach new heights.‟
Fairy chatted with her fans and
signed numerous autographs.
Spotted among the crowd were
Araminta holding hands with
Montmorency Mouse.
Mr Bear appeared a little breathless from his recent terrifying trip
on the high seas - Read the exclusive report ONLY in HELLO!
PIGGY.
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Cookery
Section

BAKING WITH FAIRY

These fine Fairy
Cakes are just the job
for when unexpected
hungry guests turn up
on your doorstep.
Fairy shows Araminta
how to mix everything
up just right. Young
Montmorency keeps a
somewhat bemused eye
on proceedings from a
safe distance, before
donning
his
rubber
gloves to help with the
washing up.
Don‟t miss - „Fairy‟s
Fancy Salads‟ in next
month‟s HELLO! PIGGY.
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Cookery
Section

BAKING
WITH FAIRY
THE ICING ON
THE CAKE
„The best bit is
licking the bowl out
while the cakes are
baking,‟ said Fairy,
in between
slurpy licks.

„They turned out very well, all things considered,‟ commented Fairy.
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Fairy calls for
extra cakes for
her guest Mr
Montmorency
Mouse.
„He was nice but
he ate a lot,‟
commented
Fairy
afterwards.

TEAPARTY

TEA FOR TWO
Montmorency takes
afternoon tea with
Fairy. Mr Bear is in
charge of the teapot.

Fairy asked Montmorency how his
leg was after his
recent accident:
„It was a trap, I just
didn‟t see it - a set
up!‟ replied Monty,
„But don‟t worry, my
bandage is coming
off soon and I will
be running about
again, so you‟d
better watch out!
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FAIRY AND
ARAMINTA
HAVE A

GIRLS
NIGHT IN
We caught up with the
girls a couple of weeks
ago taking some time out
from their busy schedule.
„It is good to be able to
spend some time with my
girlfriends,‟ said Fairy.
„Araminta is an amazing
mouse. She knows so
much about books and
music and everything.‟
It is well known that Fairy
likes nothing better that
lounging around listening
to the radio.
Fairy, left, consults her
„little red book‟ (in Braille
of course) to arrange a
blind date for Minty . . .

And we know now, of
course, just who that
lucky chap was!
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MEET
THE

PARENTS

HELLO! PIGGY

SPECIAL
The Rt Hon Plantaganet and
Primrose Big-Mouse were delighted to be introduced to
Araminta‟s latest beau Montmorency Mouse, at a recent „at
home‟ held in their tasteful
drawing room at the sumptuous and well appointed Plantaganet House, in London. However, the conversation was
hogged by a mystery gatecrasher who kept demanding
extra Salad.

Primrose looked splendid in her up
to the minute fashionable gingham
check pinafore dress, toning red
knitted booties and polka dot top.
Plantagenet sported a hand knitted
jersey and gingham check trews.
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MEET
THE

PARENTS

HELLO! PIGGY

SPECIAL
Plantaganet and
Primrose Big-Mouse are
well known long noses
amongst
the
capital‟s
mouserrati. Their own
whirlwind
romance
united two of the city‟s
oldest and most well respected mouse families.
A new round of frenzied
romantic
speculations
have involved their eldest
daughter Araminta, who
recently came of age.
It is understood Montmorency may have a „big
question‟ to ask of Plantaganet! Is that the sound
of distant wedding bells
we hear?
This is all very fascinating, opined Fairy - but
when do we eat?
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MEET THE
PARENTS
Fairy has a quiet word with Plantaganet regarding Monty‟s future,
left. While below, she thanks them
for the scrumptious cakes. „They
were divine, Primrose, did you
bake them yourself,‟ she enquired,
„No, my dear, they were delivered
fresh this morning from Harrods.‟

EXCLUSIVE family portrait - especially for readers of HELLO PIGGY!

Fairy and her
very close
friend, Mr Bear,
get to grips
with the snow.
Wrapped up
warm against
the cold winter
weather, Mr
Bear helps
Fairy to build
their very own
snowman.
A snowball
fight rounds
off the
afternoon!
Guess who
WON?

WINTER

WONDERLAND
‘It’s snow good’!
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ICONOMOUSE

Meet the REAL Araminta Mouse

You are from London, Araminta. Has it been difficult to
adapt to life in the country?
It has! Apart from some popping and zooming, it is a
much slower pace of life up here
You are always so fashionably dressed. Has Fairy helped
you in choosing your wonderful outfits for your recent
dates with Montmorency Mouse?
She has been amazing. She‟s such a stylish piggy
You are a keen sailor. Do you have any plans to take part
the forthcoming Olympigs?
No. But I know someone who has! Besides, I have much
more „interesting‟ things happening this summer!
Are you going to tell us if those plans include a certain
Montmorency Mouse?
That is sheer speculation. You will have to wait and see!
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FAIRY’S
FAVOURITES

Here are a few of Fairy‟s
favourite things - not in any
particular order:
Salad, cucumber, tomatoes,
grass, lettuce, greens, pak
choi, parsley, chicory, sweetcorn, carrots, baths, toe nail
trims, romping, jumping, popping, zooming, snoozing, cuddling, posing, meeting up with
friends . . . and of course -

HAY,

HAY

& MORE

HAY!

HOME FROM
HOSPITAL
MONTMORENCY
MOUSE IS HOME

Recovering from a nasty „leg in
trap‟ injury, Montmorency is glad
to be home from his recent stay
in hospital. „The food was awful,
cheese, cheese and more
cheese,‟ grumbled Monty.
„At least Fairy called in to visit, I
don‟t know how I would have
coped without her.‟
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FLOWER FAIRIES

Spring is in the fur for Fairy and her friends!

MONTY

PRESENTS

MINTY
WITH A

BIG
BUNCH
OF
FLOWERS

Araminta was thrilled when Monty delivered a huge
bunch of flowers earlier this week. „They were simply
wonderful, Monty is such a thoughtful mouse,‟ she
gushed enthusiastically!

Below, is
this their
first

KISS?
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FAIRY AND FRIENDS

PLAY TIME
Guests arrived early for Fairy‟s
recent get together.

Joining in with the fun were Matilda
and Marigold Mittens plus new
family member, Mariella Mittens.
Snacks were provided by green
fingered professional caterers,
„Fresh From The Fridge‟.
Activities included:
„Hide The Mariella In The Cuddle Cup‟
„Hunt the snack‟
„Piggies‟ (like sardines, but less fishy)
„Pin the tail on the Mouse‟
„Pass the Salad‟
On your marks! Fairy and her guests,
below, line up for the „Salad Dash‟
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BLIND DATE

Sneaky Peeks - You saw it here first!
Spotted at a recent celebrity only preview
showing of „Pigatar‟ were society IT girl
Araminta and Montmorency Mouse.
A close friend snitched that this was their

FIRST PROPER DATE.
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AT HOME
WITH FAIRY

EXCLUSIVE

Relaxing in her favourite window cosy-cup
Fairy watches the
world go by. With the
sun on her whiskers it
is just the place for
taking things easy - zzz
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AT HOME WITH FAIRY - HELLO! PIGGY EXCLUSIVE

Montmorency and Araminta join Fairy for a relaxing time
on their bean bags, above. Fairy, below, offers some sage
advice to Minty as Mr Bear oversees the proceedings
from his vantage point on the dresser.
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FAIRY IN FOCUS

Fairy, who has a big Birthday
coming up, popped down to the
photo studio especially for
HELLO! PIGGY magazine.
A natural in front of the
camera, Fairy strutted her
stuff. Although, to be fair, if she
was photographed in the dark,
her exquisite beauty would
still shine through!
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WE TEST THE LATEST

Beds, Cuddle Cups and Cosies

On test were, clockwise, from top left, CUPCAKES,
CHOC POLKA DOTS, PRETTY IN PINK, COSY
CAVE, ASSORTED COSIES, CUPS AND HIDAWAYS,
GINGHAM CHECKS and HUT COUTURE.
„We liked all of them!‟ „The HUT was sewn up very
nicely,‟ commented Fairy, „And the BLUE POLKA
DOTS had a nice smell. They were all very cosy.‟
Thanks to suppliers, Weaver, Jenn and Liland.
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FAIRY’S
BEAUTY TIPS

Regular visits to the Furry-Face
Beauty Emporium ensure
Fairy always looks her very best
for the camera.
A nice soak in the bath, a gentle
wash & blow dry and then a full
14 nail manicure round off her
day. Of course, lunch, tea and in between snacks are provided.
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SLEEPOVER!
The guest beds are ready!

Fairy has two very special friends
coming to stay for a sleepover tonight.
Can you guess who they might be?
She has accepted the task of acting as
their chaperone. What a responsibility!
After a tasty supper and a romp round
the garden to try and tire out her little
guests - it is time to settle them down for
a good nights sleep. Some hope!
Araminta wants Fairy to read her a bedtime story and Montmorency doesn‟t feel
even a little tiny bit tired. And besides,
the night is still young!

Time for our bedtime story
Fairy is kept very busy, reading between the lines,
with these two mousey lovebirds!
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SLEEPOVER!

Oh dear, Montmorency and Araminta are
showing no signs of calming down.
What are they doing with those pillows?
Montmorency takes careful aim and plumph! Poor Fairy catches a pillow right
between the ears! Pillow Fight!

Flipping Kids!

SLEEPOVER!

Right then you two - enough
is enough. When I was a
tiny little piglet I was as
good as gold - never any
trouble. People used to
come around just to see
how well behaved I was.
Not like you two. I have a
good mind to get out the
family photograph albums!
Time for sleeps.
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SLEEPOVER!
Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the
Fairy-est of them all?
Now where did I put my PJ‟s?
Better be careful to check that the
candle is out before we go to sleep.
And there we are at long last.
All safely tucked-up in beddy-byes.
A perfect end to a perfect day.
There is never a dull moment with
Fairy and her feisty friends.

Good night . . . . zzzZZZ
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PIGGERSCOPES
WHEEKLY

MYSTIC FAIRY FORTELLS THE FUTURE
Hum, well, looking at the salad leaves, it seems as though we are
in for a good hand full of fresh grass. And just around the corner
there will be some munchy hay and lots of tasty nibbles.
I can foresee many snugly cuddles, tickles and kisses.
Lucky colour - green.
Events this up coming wheek will be too complicated to write
about, but will result in an all encompassing feeling of
contentment - mainly in the shape of a giant bowl of fresh salad.
The future is bright - the future is Fairy!
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SALAD BREAK

Try our piggy-puzzles while you enjoy your mid morning snackette!

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE - There are 10 differences between the Christmas Lunch pictures. Can you spot them?
FIND THE FAIRIES - Hidden on the packed kitchen dresser are 6 little Fairies. Can you find them all?

A-MAZING! Help our little piggy locate his salad
bowl, above right.
SALAD-SEARCH - Find Fairy‟s favourite foods in the
grid - plus a few extra surprise words too!
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Piggy News wheekly and
Pig Sport extra THE papers to buy for
all the latest piggy
news and gossip.
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Classified Advertisements

WORRIED when your
next salad will arrive?

FEELING DEPRESSED?

Install the ALL NEW
Emergency Salad Alarm
A quick press of the button and
your salad will appear as if by

MAGIC!
As approved by Fairy

Serving suggestion
Alarm shown NOT actual size

Contact Salads R Us on: 0022999444
FOR SALE:
1 pair toe nail clippers, used too often for my liking.
Un-liked, unnecessary and unwanted gift.
1 x Bristly, snaggly furbrush. Not suitable for Texel
Fur, or any other type of piggy fur come to that.
Set of 6 empty salad bowls. No use at all, but you
may be able to get them refilled for future use.
1 x Cuddle Cup, large. Now outgrown.
Shampoo, large quantity. What is wrong with my
natural perfume anyway?
Large quantity of bagged manure - in pellet form.
Despatched under plain cover. Discretion assured!

Ring the National Piggy
Salad Line Now!
Confidential advice given
on all aspects of Saladry.
Includes recommended
minimum intake as laid
out in Fairy’s Guide to
Huge Salads
Ring: 00224466 8888

Join Minty‟s Book Club

Great selection of books
www.smallpawsbooks.com

Advertisement Feature

Gorgeous Guineas
because your
piggy is worth it
As used and recommended by Fairy

www.Gorgeousguineas.com - home to the world's first and only range of
Aromatherapy products designed especially for guinea pigs.

